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The paper is devoted to the description of a computer aided system in economic geography. The system includes possibilities for automatic derivation of economic information on the basis of scanned economic geography maps, stored structured information, and easy to learn data retrieval language.

The automatic way of information extraction and its storage in a structured form makes the system valuable for information retrieval and/or learning purposes.

The system differs from the existing scientific and commercial specimens by the mechanisms of information storage and retrieval, which permit the volume of the stored information to be significantly decreased (only a region-defining map and a set of relation tables are kept), and when required, the particular map image is recreated.

The system is presented by a description of its global architecture and main functions.

1. INTRODUCTION

When large amounts of economic geography maps have to be managed in a computer system, the need to apply the database technology naturally arises.

The query language and the access structures implemented in the database management systems are very powerful for retrieval operations. But in our case their potentiality is limited by the fact that the content of the maps has to be described using models which are developed for database systems rather than for maps systems, and so they lack the expressive power needed for maps manipulation. In fact, maps are inherently different from the database records, their records can be divided in different classes according to their interpretation. The record structure in database systems can be described at class (i.e. type) level. Since the ratio of instances per type is very high, the resulting storage structures and access methods are very efficient. On the contrary, each map may have its own particular structure, and a whole semantic network [1] may be necessary to completely describe each map instance.

In the field of map data processing, several work have been reported. Some of them concern technologies for building geographical database systems. A geographical road database system project has been described by Olsson [2]. Siekieraka [3] has presented an experimental graphic work station with different cartographic functions, which allows the user to manipulate existing maps and to create new ones. Kasturi and Alemany [4] reported a project for a system that automatically extracts information from paper-based maps.

The problem of map recognition is also treated in the literature. An automated map recognition system has been proposed by Ejiri et al. [5].


In this paper we address the problem of building an economic maps database system (GAL).

GAL is a tool for introducing geography maps and geographical information into the computer, analyzing maps, in order to obtain their semantic content, storing the extracted information and retrieving different kinds of geographical data.

In GAL, the maps are accessed by providing: (1) a scanned region-defining map, which is the pattern map of the observed region; (2) a collection of economic information relation tables, automatically obtained during the analysis of a set of scanned economic maps, representing the observed region; (3) the scanned map legends.

2. SYSTEM FUNCTIONS

The main functions performed by the system are the following:
• data collection, physically performed in two ways, by a scanner and by keyboard;
• analysis of entered data, which are scanned maps with economic signs; it is performed for the purpose of obtaining structured data, reflecting the information represented by the map;
• storage of the region-defining map in the form of bit image array, and the structured information, in the form of a relational table;
• query management;
• output management.

The global system architecture is shown in Fig. 1.
2.2. Analysis of entered data

During the map analysis, an is accepted and its elements (signs from the corresponding legend) are recognized, as well as their relative positions and their size.

The map analysis is based on the concept of graph matching using a particular indexing mechanism, which is described in details in [8], and is divided in two phases.

The first one includes the legend sign analysis. The scanned legend sign is converted to a graph [9], which is a two dimensional line representation of the scene. The process of conversion includes: (a) edge detection, (b) line segment encoding, (c) line approximation and (d) relation recognition. The result is an Image Table, composed of the set of recognized primitives (with their positions into the image) and the set of relations between them. Using the Image Table and excluding the information for the specific positions of the primitives, we obtain the Legend Sign Table. Two accessory data structures, Table and Global Indexes, are constructed. The Table Index consists of recognized relations and the Legend Sign Table identifications where these relations are located. The Global Index includes the legend sign features (primitives and relations between them) that uniquely identify the sign.

The second one includes the legend sign recognition in the particular economic map. The Image Table construction mechanism for the map is the same as in the case of legend sign image. The recognized primitives and relations between them are looked for in the Global Index. If we find them, we use the specific Legend Sign Table and the Image Table to eliminate the sign elements from the Image Table. If we do not find them, we search the recognized relations in the Table Index and try to find the corresponding table among the Legend Sign Tables that contain the specific relation value.

We find translation offset parameters for each element found and convert them into geographical coordinates.

2.3. Storage of the region–defining map and the structured information

The system store the information in two ways.

The region–defining map is stored as a bit image array.

The basic information, and the information resulting from the analysis of the economic maps are stored in an uniform relational table that contains the following information: the image identifier; the object name; the number of the object in the image; two arrays, with attribute names and attribute values; geographical coordinates of the object center, or list of boundary coordinates. Some objects have standard attributes. For example the object "road" has attributes "FROM", "TO" and "LENGTH". We represent the region boundary by a list of "(X,Y)" coordinates. Thus, our database consists of a bit image array and tables that represent the useful information extracted from the economic maps. These tables are filled automatically by the analysis of the maps and we have the possibility to update them manually.
2.4. Query management

According to the proposed query language the user specifies the image condition in the form:

\[ \langle \text{object.attribute} \rangle \text{ WHERE } \langle \text{object.clause} \rangle . \]

The \langle object.attribute \rangle is the name of an attribute, whose value we want to know.
The \langle object.clause \rangle, which is used to determine whether a record is to be selected for processing, is a boolean combination of \langle object.group \rangles. The \langle object.group \rangle is an expression of \langle object.attribute \rangle, \langle relationship \rangle and \langle value \rangle, where:

- the \langle object.attribute \rangle must be among the existing in the table;
- the \langle relationship \rangle must be appropriate to the type of the field;
- the \langle value \rangle must be appropriate to the type of the field. If the \langle object.attribute \rangle is a numeric field, the \langle value \rangle may be a number, e.g. 45, -34.4. If the \langle object.attribute \rangle is a string field, the \langle value \rangle may be a literal string, i.e. a sequence of characters enclosed in quotes e.g. 'Sofia'. For \langle object.attribute \rangle of either type, the \langle value \rangle may be the name of another \langle object.attribute \rangle of an appropriate type.

There must be at least one space between each of these three elements.

An \langle object.group \rangle has a value TRUE, if the content of the stated \langle object.attribute \rangle bears the stated relationship to the testvalue. An example of \langle object.group \rangle is:

name = 'Sofia'.

The value of this expression is TRUE if the value of the \langle object.attribute \rangle "name" is identical to the string of characters 'Sofia'.

Another example is:

area > 200.

The value of this expression is TRUE if the value of the "area" \langle object.attribute \rangle is greater than 200.

The following relationships are available for testing the numeric \langle object.attribute \rangle:

\[ '=' \text{ equal to; } '<>' \text{ not equal to; } '>' \text{ greater than; } '<' \text{ less than; } '<=' \text{ greater than or equal to; } '<=' \text{ less than or equal to.} \]

The following relationships are available for testing the string \langle object.attribute \rangle:

\[ '=' \text{ equal to; } '<>' \text{ not equal to; } '<' \text{ precedes - TRUE if the value of the } \langle object.attribute \rangle; \text{ precedes the value in alphabetical order; } '>' \text{ succeeds - TRUE if the value of the } \langle object.attribute \rangle; \text{ succeeds the value in alphabetical order; } '<' \text{ substring - TRUE if the value is a substring of the value of the } \langle object.attribute \rangle. \]

If the characters '?' and '*' occur in the string literal value, they have the following effect: '?' will match any single non-null character; '*' will match any number of arbitrary characters including possibly none.

Several \langle object.group \rangle may be combined by means of ANDs and/or ORs to form a compound condition. AND is an operator which binds more powerfully than OR. Brackets may be used to override this, if required.

The query can contain also a function name. The function DISTANCE measures the distance between two objects. The function DISTANCE.ROAD - the road distance between two objects. AREA measures the area of an object. The COORDINATE function gives the geographical coordinates of an object. HOW.MANY gives the number of the requested objects on the map. MIN and MAX give an arranged list of a given number of objects.

DISPLAY function shows the result as a geography map.

For the beginners, the query may be composed, using a menu-driven form, that leads the user to the correct query, showing him the result.

All the stored images fulfilling the query constitute the query answer set.

The image query algorithm includes searches for images which fulfill the query in the table.

The formal description of the proposed language is given in Appendix 1.

2.5. Output management

The output of GAL (i.e., the answer of the user query) is performed in two ways. The user can see the answer in form of a text (simple table) or in form of a geography map. For a chosen map corresponding operations are available to display it on a screen or to print it in different colors, shapes, positions, etc.

We envisage the possibility to organize the image exchange via a local area network. The same output can be directed to another node of a local area network.

3. AN EXAMPLE

As an illustration of GAL's functions, we go through its phases with an example.

Suppose the system image database contains economic maps of Bulgaria. Suppose a region-defining map and some basic information, such as town names, geographical coordinates, important roads etc. have been entered. Suppose further, that the map, presented in Fig. 3, is among the maps entered in the system by a scanner device. The relational table (Fig. 2.) might be obtained as a result of the map analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMAGE, ID</th>
<th>OBJ. NAME</th>
<th>OBJ. NUMBER</th>
<th>ATT. NAME</th>
<th>ATT. VALUE</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>quantity</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>43.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>quantity</td>
<td>big</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>quantity</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>43.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>quantity</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>43.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Terrigenous-carbonate complex</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>quantity</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>list</td>
<td>list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>carbonate complex</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>quantity</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>list</td>
<td>list</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Relational table with the information structured
Some query examples concerning this map are the following:
Query 1. If the user wants to know the amount of Fe (iron) in the region to the
east of the town of RUSE, the corresponding user query is in the form:
Fe.quantity WHERE Fe.XCORR > town.XCORR AND town.name = 'RUSE'.
The result is:
small
big.
Query 2. If the user wants to know the area of the carbonate complex, the query
is the following:
AREA(carbonate_complex).
The result is:
243 km².
Query 3. If the user wants to know the distance between the town of RUSE and
the town of RAZGRAD, the corresponding query has the form:
DISTANCE(town.name='RUSE',town.name='RAZGRAD').
The result is:
64 km.
Query 4. If the user wants to know how many deposits of Mn (Manganese) there
are on the map, the query is the following:
HOW_MANY(Mn).
The result is:
1.

4. ADVANTAGES

The main advantages of the proposed system are:
• the input of economic data is performed automatically. The maps and their cor-
responding legends are scanned, the analysis is performed, and the resulting data
are structured into a relational table;
• the decreased volume of the occupied storage. Only the region-defining map and
the legend signs are stored in a bit image format. All the other information is
stored as a structured data;
• automatic reconstruction of the economic maps. Combining the region-defining
map, the structured data from the relational table and the corresponding legend
signs, the system automatically reconstructs the required economic map;
• simplicity of the logical data representation. For the user the table representation
of the information is very comprehensive and easy to understand. That gives the
possibility to learn, to compose correct queries in a very short time;
• simplicity of the query language. The query language is available in two forms –
menu driven and direct forms. The first one is very helpful for the beginners.
5. CONCLUSION

GAL is under development on IBM PC computer. It is written in C and Assembler. It makes use of the Canon IX12 scanner.

A previous system prototype was implemented on IBM PC/AT computer and was intended for the management of business graphical images, generated by a commercial business graphics editor (IBM Graph Assistant). Another prototype described in [10], is applied for storage and retrieval of house furnishing design drafts.
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APPENDIX 1.

query
  : object.attribute 'WHERE' object.clause
  : object.attribute 'WHERE' object.clause 'IN ORDER' 'A'
  : object.attribute 'WHERE' object.clause 'IN ORDER' 'D'

function_name
  : object.clause
  : object.attribute relationship value

object.clause
  : object.group
  : ('object.clause')
  : object.clause 'OR' object.clause
  : object.clause 'AND' object.clause

object.group
  : object.attribute relationship value

relationship
  : =
  : <>
  : <>
  : <>
  : <>

function_name
  : 'DISTANCE' ('object.group', 'object.group')
  : 'DISTANCE' 'object.group' 'object.group'
  : 'AREA' ('object.name', 'object.group')
  : 'AREA' ('object.name')
  : 'COORDINATES' ('object.group')
  : 'HOW-MANY' ('object.name', 'object.group')
  : 'HOW-MANY' ('object.name')
  : 'MIN' ('query')
  : 'MIN' ('query') 'NUMBER' value
  : 'MAX' ('query')
  : 'MAX' ('query') 'NUMBER' value

object.name
  : STRING

object.attribute
  : object.attribute '.' attribute.name

attribute.name
  : STRING

value
  : INTEGER
  : REAL
  : STRING